We study the geometrical properties of the subgroups of the mutliplicative group of a "nite extension of a "nite "eld endowed with its vector space structure and we show that in some cases the associated projective space has a natural group structure. We construct some cyclic codes related to Reed}Muller codes by evaluating polynomials on these subgroups. The geometrical properties of these groups give a fairly simple description of these codes which are of the Reed}Muller kind.
INTRODUCTION*NOTATION
Let % O be the "nite "eld with q elements. By an indexed subset of %L O we mean a non-empty subset S of %L O given with an enumeration S"+s , 2 , s J ,.
The subset S is indexed by +1, 2 , l,. 
Note that the way in which the set S is indexed is important since our main interest is checking whether RM(F, S) is a cyclic code or not.
We denote by H P the subspace of
] of all homogeneous polynomials of degree r and the null polynomial (14r4n(q!1)), and by [3, 2] , and RM(H P , %L O !+0,) is the punctured homogeneous generalized Reed}Muller code of order r de"ned by Moreno et al. [7] .
Let L be the number of points of the projective space
Following Lachaud [5] , a projective generalized Reed}Muller code is the image of the linear map 
be a codeword of C"RM(F, S). We must prove that
is also a codeward of C. The multiplication by \ de"ned an automorphism ¹ of the % O -vector space % PL , hence
and x"c ( f 3 ¹) belongs to C since f 3 ¹3F. Since A P and H P are invariant, we immediately get COROLLARY 2.1.¸et be a primitive element of % qL and S"%* qL . ¹he codes RM(A P , S) and RM(H P , S) where S is indexed by
are cyclic.
GROUP STRUCTURE ON PROJECTIVE SPACES
These codes are respectively the punctured generalized Reed}Muller code and the punctured homogeneous generalized Reed}Muller code.
GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF SUBGROUPS OF %* qL
For each divisor k of qL!1, there is one and only one subgroup of %* qL of order k. From now on, we will denote by G I this cyclic subgroup. The next result is standard. PROPOSITION 3.1.¸et g and g be two divisors of qL!1.
).
In particular, the order of
Note that J E is a generator of the group G E 5%* O . From now on, we call w(g) (resp., l(g)) the width (resp., length) of G E . Proof. From the de"nition, it is clear that w(g) divides q!1. Now, we know that the order g of the subgroup G E divides qL!1. Assume that g" (qL!1)/t. Then
For each divisor r of L\ and each divisor s of q!1, let us consider the sets =(r)"+w(g) " g divides qL!1 and l (g)"r,, (s)"+l(g) " g divides qL!1 and w(g)"s,.
By Proposition 3.2, these sets are not empty. Let us de"ne (r)"Min =(r). Let us denote by F(a, b) the greatest divisor of a which is relatively prime to b. COROLLARY 3.1. ¹he bounds (r) and (s) are given by
We now express some subgroups in analytic form using the norm.
Let N be the norm of the "eld extension % qL over % O : 
Proof. The set on the right-hand side is the set of x 3 %* qL such that x?@"1, and this set is the group of gth roots of unity G E .
In particular, for g" L\ b we get
CONSTRUCTION OF CYCLIC CODES
Theorem 2.1 enables us to build many cyclic codes using subgroups of %* q L and the invariant polynomial subspaces A P and H P . As in Section 3, the width and the length of a subgroup G E will be denoted by w(g) and l(g) respectively. From the previous lemma we get PROPOSITION 
¹he width and the length of G

L\
are respectively
Remarks. In particular, if gcd(q!1, n)"1 then w( L\ )"1 and
Let us denote by p the canonical map from %* q L onto the projective space /L\ (% O ). From the previous remark we deduce THEOREM 4.2.¸et H (resp., H) be the largest (resp., smallest) subgroup of %* qL such that the restriction to this subgroup of the map p is injective (resp., surjective). ¹hen H"G (1) ,
and
HLG
L\
LH.
See Fig. 1 .
Proof. The greatest g such that w(g)"1 satis"es l(g)" (1)"F( L\ , q!1) by Corollary 3.1. Then g" (1) .
On the other hand, the smallest g such that l(g)" L\ satis"es
Then g" L\ ( L\ ). To get the inclusions, we just remark that (1) divides L\ and that L\ divides L\ ( L\ ). 
Remark.¸et m"gcd
of (C, ). THEOREM 4.3.¸et G E be the indexed subgroup +1, , 2 , E\, of width w and length l.¸et the subset S be the enumeration +1, , 2 , J\,. ¹hen
where "(1, PJ, 2 , P U\ J).
Proof. We construct a codeword v of (RM(H P , S), ) starting from the codeword u"(P (1) 
Since P is homogeneous of degree r, 
where "(1, PLL\, 2 , P S LL\ \ L\) . In these two cases, we get a cyclic code from the projective generalized Reed}Muller code of order r which is not always cyclic. Hence the parameters of these two codes can be derived from the known parameters of the projective Reed}Muller code (cf. [5, 8] ).
(c) Let G"G L\ "+x " N(x)"1, and m"gcd(n, q!1). The cyclic code RM(H P , G) can also be built in this way, starting from the code RM(H P , S) where S"+1, , . . . , L\ /m!1 , and is a generator of G,
where
Note that the dimension and the minimal distance of the code RM(H P , S) are not known. In particular, it would be useful to give a characterization of polynomials P such that P(x)"0 for every x 3 S. (A similar problem is studied in [6] Let f"¸V# 3A , and Z ( f )"+y3G 
